The Noble Fir Collection
Our Noble Fir artificial Christmas trees feature
extremely lifelike foliage and all-metal hinged
branch construction. Each model is specially
crafted using the finest materials to not only look
realistic, but to provide you with many seasons of
use and enjoyment as well.
Imagine the convenience of never having to shop,
chop, and pay for another natural tree again. With
the Noble Fir, simply unfold out of storage and
decorate! The tree needles are constructed out of
non-allergenic and flameretardant PVC material
then painted multiple hues of green so no two
are exactly alike. Together these details create the
look of a natural tree without all the maintenance.
Designed to last, the Cluster Pine will provide more
convenience and ease to your holiday season, year
after year.
Metal hinged branch construction
Flame-retardant and non-allergenic materials
High-quality PVC needles
Folds for easy storage
1-year limited warranty

Model Number

UPC

Height Width

Description

FFNF075-0GR

013964875706

7.5 ft.

62 in.

Un-lit tree with 1881 tips

FFNF075-3GR

013964875713

7.5 ft.

62 in.

Pre-lit tree with 700 clear incandescent Smart bulbs and
EZ Connect

FFNF075-5GR

013964875720

7.5 ft.

62 in.

Pre-lit tree with 700 clear LED bulbs and EZ Connect

FFNF075-6GR

013964875737

7.5 ft.

62 in.

Pre-lit tree with 700 multi-colored LED bulbs, remote
and EZ Connect

LIGHTING OPTIONS FOR PRE-LIT MODELS

Eliminate the frustration of untangling your tree’s string lights each year. We offer a variety of pre-lit models that includes
a system of lights that are already prestrung, evenly distributed and bound to frame. Each option offers a variety of color,
bulb types and displays for you to choose from.

CLEAR SMART LIGHTING
Includes a system of classic clear bulbs that will remain lit even if one
burns out. Each bulb projects a brighter light and further accentuates
the tree as well as all ornaments placed around it
CLEAR LED LIGHTING
Produces a clear timeless display and operate off low voltage power.
The LED bulbs are long lasting so you wont have to worry about
replacing them each year

MULTI-COLOR LED LIGHTING
The multi-color LED lights offer the most variety on how your tree
lights up. You have the option of choosing one color, multiple colors
or the classic clear display to light up your tree
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED WITH ALL MULTI-COLOR MODELS
All multi-color lit models include a wireless remote control and
convenient foot remote connected to the power cord. Both allow you
to control your tree’s display by alternating colors and patterns at the
touch of a button

